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It is impossible to directly design any complex hardware therefore according to theIt is impossible to directly design any complex hardware therefore according to theIt is impossible to directly design any complex hardware therefore according to theIt is impossible to directly design any complex hardware therefore according to the    

specification and functionality of the hardware, programming languages are needed. specification and functionality of the hardware, programming languages are needed. specification and functionality of the hardware, programming languages are needed. specification and functionality of the hardware, programming languages are needed. 

HDLHDLHDLHDL    (Hardware description (Hardware description (Hardware description (Hardware description language) can be used to model a digital system at language) can be used to model a digital system at language) can be used to model a digital system at language) can be used to model a digital system at 

many level,many level,many level,many level,    ranging from the algorithmic level to the gate level.ranging from the algorithmic level to the gate level.ranging from the algorithmic level to the gate level.ranging from the algorithmic level to the gate level.    

(VHDL, which stand for VHSIC (Very high speed integrated circuit) hardware de(VHDL, which stand for VHSIC (Very high speed integrated circuit) hardware de(VHDL, which stand for VHSIC (Very high speed integrated circuit) hardware de(VHDL, which stand for VHSIC (Very high speed integrated circuit) hardware de----

scription language was developed in the early 1980s as a spinscription language was developed in the early 1980s as a spinscription language was developed in the early 1980s as a spinscription language was developed in the early 1980s as a spin----off of a high speedoff of a high speedoff of a high speedoff of a high speed    

integrated circuit research project sponsored by the U.S. department of defence./In integrated circuit research project sponsored by the U.S. department of defence./In integrated circuit research project sponsored by the U.S. department of defence./In integrated circuit research project sponsored by the U.S. department of defence./In 

1986.1986.1986.1986.    he IEEE was presented with a proposal to standardize the language, which he IEEE was presented with a proposal to standardize the language, which he IEEE was presented with a proposal to standardize the language, which he IEEE was presented with a proposal to standardize the language, which 

did in 1987did in 1987did in 1987did in 1987    after substantial. The language was enhanced and update in lafter substantial. The language was enhanced and update in lafter substantial. The language was enhanced and update in lafter substantial. The language was enhanced and update in later years, ater years, ater years, ater years, 

resulting itresulting itresulting itresulting it    become standard language in IC industry.become standard language in IC industry.become standard language in IC industry.become standard language in IC industry.    (HDL is programming language (HDL is programming language (HDL is programming language (HDL is programming language 

that have been designed and optimized for digitalthat have been designed and optimized for digitalthat have been designed and optimized for digitalthat have been designed and optimized for digital circuit design and modeling. This circuit design and modeling. This circuit design and modeling. This circuit design and modeling. This 

is a language for describing the structural, physical andis a language for describing the structural, physical andis a language for describing the structural, physical andis a language for describing the structural, physical and    behavioral charactebehavioral charactebehavioral charactebehavioral characteristics of ristics of ristics of ristics of 

digital systems.digital systems.digital systems.digital systems.    

    

1. 1. 1. 1. VHDL language is publicly available, human readable, machine readable and notVHDL language is publicly available, human readable, machine readable and notVHDL language is publicly available, human readable, machine readable and notVHDL language is publicly available, human readable, machine readable and not    

proprietary.proprietary.proprietary.proprietary.    

2. VHDL is an IEEE and ANSI standard therefore it become as a standard package2. VHDL is an IEEE and ANSI standard therefore it become as a standard package2. VHDL is an IEEE and ANSI standard therefore it become as a standard package2. VHDL is an IEEE and ANSI standard therefore it become as a standard package    

This standard effort waThis standard effort waThis standard effort waThis standard effort was make it easier for chip vendor.s make it easier for chip vendor.s make it easier for chip vendor.s make it easier for chip vendor.    

3.3.3.3.    Various digital modeling techniques, such as finite state machine description, Various digital modeling techniques, such as finite state machine description, Various digital modeling techniques, such as finite state machine description, Various digital modeling techniques, such as finite state machine description, 

algorithmalgorithmalgorithmalgorithm    mic descriptions and Boolean equation, can be modeled using the mic descriptions and Boolean equation, can be modeled using the mic descriptions and Boolean equation, can be modeled using the mic descriptions and Boolean equation, can be modeled using the 

languagelanguagelanguagelanguage    It support both synchronous and asynchronous timing It support both synchronous and asynchronous timing It support both synchronous and asynchronous timing It support both synchronous and asynchronous timing model.model.model.model.    VHDL VHDL VHDL VHDL 

combines features of software programming language, text language andcombines features of software programming language, text language andcombines features of software programming language, text language andcombines features of software programming language, text language and    netlist netlist netlist netlist 

language.language.language.language.    

4. 4. 4. 4. VHDL include many features appropriate for describing the behaviour of electronicVHDL include many features appropriate for describing the behaviour of electronicVHDL include many features appropriate for describing the behaviour of electronicVHDL include many features appropriate for describing the behaviour of electronic    

components ranging from simple logic gates to complete microprocessors components ranging from simple logic gates to complete microprocessors components ranging from simple logic gates to complete microprocessors components ranging from simple logic gates to complete microprocessors and customand customand customand custom    

chips.chips.chips.chips.    

5. 5. 5. 5. VHDL allow electrical aspects of circuit behaviour (such as rise and fall times ofVHDL allow electrical aspects of circuit behaviour (such as rise and fall times ofVHDL allow electrical aspects of circuit behaviour (such as rise and fall times ofVHDL allow electrical aspects of circuit behaviour (such as rise and fall times of    
signals, delays through gates and functional operation) to be precisely described. Thesignals, delays through gates and functional operation) to be precisely described. Thesignals, delays through gates and functional operation) to be precisely described. Thesignals, delays through gates and functional operation) to be precisely described. The    
resulting HDL simulation model can be used as building in larger resulting HDL simulation model can be used as building in larger resulting HDL simulation model can be used as building in larger resulting HDL simulation model can be used as building in larger circuit for thecircuit for thecircuit for thecircuit for the    
purpose of simulation.purpose of simulation.purpose of simulation.purpose of simulation.    

6. 6. 6. 6. One of most important aspects of VHDL are their ability to describe the performanceOne of most important aspects of VHDL are their ability to describe the performanceOne of most important aspects of VHDL are their ability to describe the performanceOne of most important aspects of VHDL are their ability to describe the performance    
specification for a circuit in the form of test bench. Test bench are higher levelspecification for a circuit in the form of test bench. Test bench are higher levelspecification for a circuit in the form of test bench. Test bench are higher levelspecification for a circuit in the form of test bench. Test bench are higher level    
description of circuit stimulus and correspondidescription of circuit stimulus and correspondidescription of circuit stimulus and correspondidescription of circuit stimulus and corresponding expected output that verify theng expected output that verify theng expected output that verify theng expected output that verify the    
behaviour of the hardware circuit over time.behaviour of the hardware circuit over time.behaviour of the hardware circuit over time.behaviour of the hardware circuit over time.        

    

    



 

7. 7. 7. 7. VHDL is powerful language with which enter to new designs at a high level, theyVHDL is powerful language with which enter to new designs at a high level, theyVHDL is powerful language with which enter to new designs at a high level, theyVHDL is powerful language with which enter to new designs at a high level, they    are are are are 

also useful as a low level form of communication.also useful as a low level form of communication.also useful as a low level form of communication.also useful as a low level form of communication.    

8. 8. 8. 8. VHDL allow to validate the designVHDL allow to validate the designVHDL allow to validate the designVHDL allow to validate the design    prior fabrication and provide a range of featuresprior fabrication and provide a range of featuresprior fabrication and provide a range of featuresprior fabrication and provide a range of features    
that support simulation of digital system.that support simulation of digital system.that support simulation of digital system.that support simulation of digital system.    1y. VHDL supports both structural and 1y. VHDL supports both structural and 1y. VHDL supports both structural and 1y. VHDL supports both structural and 

behavioural descriptions of a system at multiplebehavioural descriptions of a system at multiplebehavioural descriptions of a system at multiplebehavioural descriptions of a system at multiple    levels of abstraction.levels of abstraction.levels of abstraction.levels of abstraction.    

    

VHDL is used to VHDL is used to VHDL is used to VHDL is used to describe a model for a digital hardware device. This model specifiesdescribe a model for a digital hardware device. This model specifiesdescribe a model for a digital hardware device. This model specifiesdescribe a model for a digital hardware device. This model specifies    the the the the 

external view of the device and one or more internal view. The internal view specifiesexternal view of the device and one or more internal view. The internal view specifiesexternal view of the device and one or more internal view. The internal view specifiesexternal view of the device and one or more internal view. The internal view specifies    

the interface of the device through which it communicates with other models in the interface of the device through which it communicates with other models in the interface of the device through which it communicates with other models in the interface of the device through which it communicates with other models in 

theenvironments. theenvironments. theenvironments. theenvironments. VHDL has set pattern for writing a code called VHDL code model. ThisVHDL has set pattern for writing a code called VHDL code model. ThisVHDL has set pattern for writing a code called VHDL code model. ThisVHDL has set pattern for writing a code called VHDL code model. This    

model consist three parts and can be shown by following block diagram.model consist three parts and can be shown by following block diagram.model consist three parts and can be shown by following block diagram.model consist three parts and can be shown by following block diagram.    To understand To understand To understand To understand 

VHDL, consider a very simple examples so, we can see what conVHDL, consider a very simple examples so, we can see what conVHDL, consider a very simple examples so, we can see what conVHDL, consider a very simple examples so, we can see what con----    stitute the minimum stitute the minimum stitute the minimum stitute the minimum 

VHDL source file. WVHDL source file. WVHDL source file. WVHDL source file. We will start by a very simple combinationale will start by a very simple combinationale will start by a very simple combinationale will start by a very simple combinational    circuit, a 8circuit, a 8circuit, a 8circuit, a 8----bit comparator.bit comparator.bit comparator.bit comparator.    

This comparator will accept two 8 bit inputs, compare them and produce a 1 bitThis comparator will accept two 8 bit inputs, compare them and produce a 1 bitThis comparator will accept two 8 bit inputs, compare them and produce a 1 bitThis comparator will accept two 8 bit inputs, compare them and produce a 1 bit    cultcultcultcult    

result (either 1, indicating a similar or 0 indicating a difference between the two inpurresult (either 1, indicating a similar or 0 indicating a difference between the two inpurresult (either 1, indicating a similar or 0 indicating a difference between the two inpurresult (either 1, indicating a similar or 0 indicating a difference between the two inpur    

values).values).values).values).    

Library in VHDL code depends upon the complier of VHDL. This library consist all theLibrary in VHDL code depends upon the complier of VHDL. This library consist all theLibrary in VHDL code depends upon the complier of VHDL. This library consist all theLibrary in VHDL code depends upon the complier of VHDL. This library consist all the    

syntax of the language and all the logic gates as primitives. Syntax to include the librarysyntax of the language and all the logic gates as primitives. Syntax to include the librarysyntax of the language and all the logic gates as primitives. Syntax to include the librarysyntax of the language and all the logic gates as primitives. Syntax to include the library    

in VHDL code is as inin VHDL code is as inin VHDL code is as inin VHDL code is as in    use icee.stduse icee.stduse icee.stduse icee.std_logiclogiclogiclogic_1 164.all;1 164.all;1 164.all;1 164.all;    Where icee isWhere icee isWhere icee isWhere icee is    the IEEE standard, the IEEE standard, the IEEE standard, the IEEE standard, 

"std"std"std"std_logic" is the data type which will be discuss laterlogic" is the data type which will be discuss laterlogic" is the data type which will be discuss laterlogic" is the data type which will be discuss later    andandandand    this chapter and "1164" is the this chapter and "1164" is the this chapter and "1164" is the this chapter and "1164" is the 

version of the language derived by IEEE.version of the language derived by IEEE.version of the language derived by IEEE.version of the language derived by IEEE.    

A VHDL entity is a statement (indicated by the entity keyword) that define theA VHDL entity is a statement (indicated by the entity keyword) that define theA VHDL entity is a statement (indicated by the entity keyword) that define theA VHDL entity is a statement (indicated by the entity keyword) that define the    externalexternalexternalexternal    

specification of a circuit or subspecification of a circuit or subspecification of a circuit or subspecification of a circuit or sub----circuit. The minimum VHDL design description mustcircuit. The minimum VHDL design description mustcircuit. The minimum VHDL design description mustcircuit. The minimum VHDL design description must    

include at least one entity and one corresponding architecture.include at least one entity and one corresponding architecture.include at least one entity and one corresponding architecture.include at least one entity and one corresponding architecture.    When we write an entity When we write an entity When we write an entity When we write an entity 

declaration, you must provide a unique name for that entitydeclaration, you must provide a unique name for that entitydeclaration, you must provide a unique name for that entitydeclaration, you must provide a unique name for that entity    and a port lisand a port lisand a port lisand a port list define the t define the t define the t define the 

input and output ports of the circuit. Each port in the port listinput and output ports of the circuit. Each port in the port listinput and output ports of the circuit. Each port in the port listinput and output ports of the circuit. Each port in the port list    must be given a name, must be given a name, must be given a name, must be given a name, 

direction (or mode, in VHDL jargon) and a type. Optionally, youdirection (or mode, in VHDL jargon) and a type. Optionally, youdirection (or mode, in VHDL jargon) and a type. Optionally, youdirection (or mode, in VHDL jargon) and a type. Optionally, you    may also include a special may also include a special may also include a special may also include a special 

type of parameter list (called a generic list) that allows youtype of parameter list (called a generic list) that allows youtype of parameter list (called a generic list) that allows youtype of parameter list (called a generic list) that allows you    tttto past additional information o past additional information o past additional information o past additional information 

into an entity.into an entity.into an entity.into an entity.    

Therefore in brief, an entity declaration provides the complete interface for a circuit.Therefore in brief, an entity declaration provides the complete interface for a circuit.Therefore in brief, an entity declaration provides the complete interface for a circuit.Therefore in brief, an entity declaration provides the complete interface for a circuit.    
Using the information provide in an entity declaration (the name, data type and mode orUsing the information provide in an entity declaration (the name, data type and mode orUsing the information provide in an entity declaration (the name, data type and mode orUsing the information provide in an entity declaration (the name, data type and mode or    

direction of each port), we have direction of each port), we have direction of each port), we have direction of each port), we have all the information need to connect that portion of aall the information need to connect that portion of aall the information need to connect that portion of aall the information need to connect that portion of a    

circuit into other or higher level circuit etc.circuit into other or higher level circuit etc.circuit into other or higher level circuit etc.circuit into other or higher level circuit etc.    



 

    

Consider an example of half adder circuit which has two inputs and two output as shown Consider an example of half adder circuit which has two inputs and two output as shown Consider an example of half adder circuit which has two inputs and two output as shown Consider an example of half adder circuit which has two inputs and two output as shown 

in fig.in fig.in fig.in fig.    

    

The entity declaration of the half adder isThe entity declaration of the half adder isThe entity declaration of the half adder isThe entity declaration of the half adder is    

entity halfentity halfentity halfentity half_adder isadder isadder isadder is    port (A, B : in bit);port (A, B : in bit);port (A, B : in bit);port (A, B : in bit);    port (sum, carry; : out. bit) ;port (sum, carry; : out. bit) ;port (sum, carry; : out. bit) ;port (sum, carry; : out. bit) ;    end halfend halfend halfend half_adder ;adder ;adder ;adder ;    

    

The entity declaration include a name, halfThe entity declaration include a name, halfThe entity declaration include a name, halfThe entity declaration include a name, half_adder and a part declaration statement deadder and a part declaration statement deadder and a part declaration statement deadder and a part declaration statement de----    

fining all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list fining all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list fining all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list fining all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list include definition of four include definition of four include definition of four include definition of four 

portsportsportsports    

A, B, sum and carry. Each of these four ports is given a mode (either in, out or inout)A, B, sum and carry. Each of these four ports is given a mode (either in, out or inout)A, B, sum and carry. Each of these four ports is given a mode (either in, out or inout)A, B, sum and carry. Each of these four ports is given a mode (either in, out or inout)    

and a type (in this case bit is a predefined type of the language, which mean this and a type (in this case bit is a predefined type of the language, which mean this and a type (in this case bit is a predefined type of the language, which mean this and a type (in this case bit is a predefined type of the language, which mean this 

entityentityentityentity    have been specified the port that can take thhave been specified the port that can take thhave been specified the port that can take thhave been specified the port that can take the values '0' or '1').e values '0' or '1').e values '0' or '1').e values '0' or '1').    Another example Another example Another example Another example 

of an entity declaration for the 8 bit comparator.of an entity declaration for the 8 bit comparator.of an entity declaration for the 8 bit comparator.of an entity declaration for the 8 bit comparator.    

library ieeelibrary ieeelibrary ieeelibrary ieee    use ieee. stduse ieee. stduse ieee. stduse ieee. std_logiclogiclogiclogic_1164 all;1164 all;1164 all;1164 all;    entity compare isentity compare isentity compare isentity compare is    port (A, B : in stdport (A, B : in stdport (A, B : in stdport (A, B : in std_logiclogiclogiclogic_vectorvectorvectorvector    

(0 to 7);(0 to 7);(0 to 7);(0 to 7);    EQ : out stdEQ : out stdEQ : out stdEQ : out std_logic);logic);logic);logic);    end compareend compareend compareend compare    

The entity declaration includThe entity declaration includThe entity declaration includThe entity declaration includes a name, compare, and a port declaration statement defines a name, compare, and a port declaration statement defines a name, compare, and a port declaration statement defines a name, compare, and a port declaration statement defin----    

ing all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list includes definitions of three ing all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list includes definitions of three ing all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list includes definitions of three ing all the inputs and outputs of the entity. The port list includes definitions of three 

portsportsportsports    A, B, and EQ. Each of these three ports is given a direction (either in, out or A, B, and EQ. Each of these three ports is given a direction (either in, out or A, B, and EQ. Each of these three ports is given a direction (either in, out or A, B, and EQ. Each of these three ports is given a direction (either in, out or 

inout),inout),inout),inout),    and a type (and a type (and a type (and a type (in this case either stdin this case either stdin this case either stdin this case either std_logiclogiclogiclogic_vector (0 to 7), which specifies an 8vector (0 to 7), which specifies an 8vector (0 to 7), which specifies an 8vector (0 to 7), which specifies an 8----bit bit bit bit 



 

array,array,array,array,    or stdor stdor stdor std_logic, which represents a singlelogic, which represents a singlelogic, which represents a singlelogic, which represents a single----bit value).bit value).bit value).bit value).    From above two examples of From above two examples of From above two examples of From above two examples of 

entity declaration, it is clear that entity declaration doesentity declaration, it is clear that entity declaration doesentity declaration, it is clear that entity declaration doesentity declaration, it is clear that entity declaration does    not specify anything about the not specify anything about the not specify anything about the not specify anything about the 

interninterninterninternal of the entity. It only specifies the name of theal of the entity. It only specifies the name of theal of the entity. It only specifies the name of theal of the entity. It only specifies the name of the    entity and the interface ports. entity and the interface ports. entity and the interface ports. entity and the interface ports. 

However the actual operation of the circuit is not includedHowever the actual operation of the circuit is not includedHowever the actual operation of the circuit is not includedHowever the actual operation of the circuit is not included    in the entity declaration.in the entity declaration.in the entity declaration.in the entity declaration.    

    

All the pins of an integrated circuit are corresponds as the port in All the pins of an integrated circuit are corresponds as the port in All the pins of an integrated circuit are corresponds as the port in All the pins of an integrated circuit are corresponds as the port in an entity of a VHDLan entity of a VHDLan entity of a VHDLan entity of a VHDL    

code for that particular IC. Integrated circuits have unidirectional and bidirectional pinscode for that particular IC. Integrated circuits have unidirectional and bidirectional pinscode for that particular IC. Integrated circuits have unidirectional and bidirectional pinscode for that particular IC. Integrated circuits have unidirectional and bidirectional pins    and and and and 

according to that pin, ports are define in the entity. Port declaration is primary contentaccording to that pin, ports are define in the entity. Port declaration is primary contentaccording to that pin, ports are define in the entity. Port declaration is primary contentaccording to that pin, ports are define in the entity. Port declaration is primary content    

of the entity declaration. Each port has port namof the entity declaration. Each port has port namof the entity declaration. Each port has port namof the entity declaration. Each port has port name mode and type. The interface port e mode and type. The interface port e mode and type. The interface port e mode and type. The interface port 

areareareare    the signals through which the entity passes information tthe signals through which the entity passes information tthe signals through which the entity passes information tthe signals through which the entity passes information to and form its external o and form its external o and form its external o and form its external 

environenvironenvironenvironment through mode. There are four type of modes.ment through mode. There are four type of modes.ment through mode. There are four type of modes.ment through mode. There are four type of modes.    

1. In1. In1. In1. In    

2. Inout2. Inout2. Inout2. Inout    

3. Out3. Out3. Out3. Out    

4. Buffer4. Buffer4. Buffer4. Buffer    

    

1. In: It is an input port which can be only r1. In: It is an input port which can be only r1. In: It is an input port which can be only r1. In: It is an input port which can be only read the assign value to that port within theead the assign value to that port within theead the assign value to that port within theead the assign value to that port within the    

entity model. Consider an entity declaration.entity model. Consider an entity declaration.entity model. Consider an entity declaration.entity model. Consider an entity declaration.    AIB : Ir b.AIB : Ir b.AIB : Ir b.AIB : Ir b.    entity entityentity entityentity entityentity entity_name isname isname isname is    port (A, B port (A, B port (A, B port (A, B 

: in bit); end entity: in bit); end entity: in bit); end entity: in bit); end entity_name name name name In above declaration A and B are input type mode of the In above declaration A and B are input type mode of the In above declaration A and B are input type mode of the In above declaration A and B are input type mode of the 

port.port.port.port.    

2. Out: It is an output port wh2. Out: It is an output port wh2. Out: It is an output port wh2. Out: It is an output port which can be update with in theich can be update with in theich can be update with in theich can be update with in the    entity model. It is very clear entity model. It is very clear entity model. It is very clear entity model. It is very clear 

that it cannot be read. It means data flows only out from this port. Consider an entitythat it cannot be read. It means data flows only out from this port. Consider an entitythat it cannot be read. It means data flows only out from this port. Consider an entitythat it cannot be read. It means data flows only out from this port. Consider an entity    

declaration entity entitydeclaration entity entitydeclaration entity entitydeclaration entity entity_name is port (Z: out bit) end entityname is port (Z: out bit) end entityname is port (Z: out bit) end entityname is port (Z: out bit) end entity_name; name; name; name; In above declaration In above declaration In above declaration In above declaration 

z is output type z is output type z is output type z is output type mode of the port.mode of the port.mode of the port.mode of the port.    

3. Inout: It is a bidirectional port which can be used 3. Inout: It is a bidirectional port which can be used 3. Inout: It is a bidirectional port which can be used 3. Inout: It is a bidirectional port which can be used for in and out. Itfor in and out. Itfor in and out. Itfor in and out. It----means we can means we can means we can means we can 

assign the data to that port as well as received theassign the data to that port as well as received theassign the data to that port as well as received theassign the data to that port as well as received the    data from the port with in the data from the port with in the data from the port with in the data from the port with in the 

entity mentity mentity mentity model. The entity declaration is entity entity odel. The entity declaration is entity entity odel. The entity declaration is entity entity odel. The entity declaration is entity entity     name is porname is porname is porname is port (z:input bit); t (z:input bit); t (z:input bit); t (z:input bit); end end end end 

entity name;entity name;entity name;entity name;    Buffer: It is also a bidirectional port which can be read and update the Buffer: It is also a bidirectional port which can be read and update the Buffer: It is also a bidirectional port which can be read and update the Buffer: It is also a bidirectional port which can be read and update the 

data withindata withindata withindata within    

4. T4. T4. T4. The entity model. But it differs from the inout mode thhe entity model. But it differs from the inout mode thhe entity model. But it differs from the inout mode thhe entity model. But it differs from the inout mode that it cannot have more than at it cannot have more than at it cannot have more than at it cannot have more than 

one one one one source. This port is not synthesizeble so VHDL source. This port is not synthesizeble so VHDL source. This port is not synthesizeble so VHDL source. This port is not synthesizeble so VHDL desigdesigdesigdesigner avoid to use this port. ner avoid to use this port. ner avoid to use this port. ner avoid to use this port. 

The The The The entity declaration isentity declaration isentity declaration isentity declaration is    eeeentity entityntity entityntity entityntity entity_name is port (z : buffer bit); name is port (z : buffer bit); name is port (z : buffer bit); name is port (z : buffer bit); end entityend entityend entityend entity_name;name;name;name;    



 

    

Identifier are user defined word used to name objecIdentifier are user defined word used to name objecIdentifier are user defined word used to name objecIdentifier are user defined word used to name objects in VHDL models. We have seen ts in VHDL models. We have seen ts in VHDL models. We have seen ts in VHDL models. We have seen 

examples of identifiers for input and output signals asexamples of identifiers for input and output signals asexamples of identifiers for input and output signals asexamples of identifiers for input and output signals as    well as the name of the design well as the name of the design well as the name of the design well as the name of the design 

entity and architecture body. Basically, there are two types of entity and architecture body. Basically, there are two types of entity and architecture body. Basically, there are two types of entity and architecture body. Basically, there are two types of identifiers, a basic identifiers, a basic identifiers, a basic identifiers, a basic 

identifier and an extended identifier. identifier and an extended identifier. identifier and an extended identifier. identifier and an extended identifier. Basic identifBasic identifBasic identifBasic identifiers as define by the VHDL 87 iers as define by the VHDL 87 iers as define by the VHDL 87 iers as define by the VHDL 87 

standard. Thestandard. Thestandard. Thestandard. The    basic identifiers follow basic rules. That is basic identifiers follow basic rules. That is basic identifiers follow basic rules. That is basic identifiers follow basic rules. That is Contain only alphaContain only alphaContain only alphaContain only alpha----numeric numeric numeric numeric 

characters (A to Z, a tocharacters (A to Z, a tocharacters (A to Z, a tocharacters (A to Z, a to    z, 0z, 0z, 0z, 0----9) and the underscore (9) and the underscore (9) and the underscore (9) and the underscore (_) ) ) ) character.character.character.character.    

The first character must be a letter and a laThe first character must be a letter and a laThe first character must be a letter and a laThe first character must be a letter and a last one cannot be an underscst one cannot be an underscst one cannot be an underscst one cannot be an underscore. ore. ore. ore. An An An An 

identifier cannot incluidentifier cannot incluidentifier cannot incluidentifier cannot include two consecutive underscores. de two consecutive underscores. de two consecutive underscores. de two consecutive underscores. An identifiers, is case insensitive An identifiers, is case insensitive An identifiers, is case insensitive An identifiers, is case insensitive 

(for example And2 and A(for example And2 and A(for example And2 and A(for example And2 and AND2 or and2 refer to the same object) ND2 or and2 refer to the same object) ND2 or and2 refer to the same object) ND2 or and2 refer to the same object) An iAn iAn iAn identifier can be of dentifier can be of dentifier can be of dentifier can be of 

any length. any length. any length. any length. VHDL Keyword not allowedVHDL Keyword not allowedVHDL Keyword not allowedVHDL Keyword not allowed    

Examples of valid identifiers are :Examples of valid identifiers are :Examples of valid identifiers are :Examples of valid identifiers are :    X10, xX10, xX10, xX10, x_10, My10, My10, My10, My_gate 1.gate 1.gate 1.gate 1.    

Some invalid identifiers are : Some invalid identifiers are : Some invalid identifiers are : Some invalid identifiers are : _X10, myX10, myX10, myX10, my_gate@input, gategate@input, gategate@input, gategate@input, gate----input.input.input.input.    

The rules for these basic identifiers are often too restrThe rules for these basic identifiers are often too restrThe rules for these basic identifiers are often too restrThe rules for these basic identifiers are often too restrictive to indicate signals. For ictive to indicate signals. For ictive to indicate signals. For ictive to indicate signals. For 

examples, if one wants to indicate an active low sigexamples, if one wants to indicate an active low sigexamples, if one wants to indicate an active low sigexamples, if one wants to indicate an active low signal such as an active low REnal such as an active low REnal such as an active low REnal such as an active low RESET SET SET SET one one one one 

cannot call it "/RESET". In order to overcome tcannot call it "/RESET". In order to overcome tcannot call it "/RESET". In order to overcome tcannot call it "/RESET". In order to overcome these limitations in the VHDL 93 hese limitations in the VHDL 93 hese limitations in the VHDL 93 hese limitations in the VHDL 93 standard, standard, standard, standard, 

a new type of identifiers is defined. They are cala new type of identifiers is defined. They are cala new type of identifiers is defined. They are cala new type of identifiers is defined. They are called extended identifiers. There led extended identifiers. There led extended identifiers. There led extended identifiers. There is a set is a set is a set is a set 

of extended identifier rules which allow identifof extended identifier rules which allow identifof extended identifier rules which allow identifof extended identifier rules which allow identifiers with any sequeniers with any sequeniers with any sequeniers with any sequence of charce of charce of charce of char----    acters. acters. acters. acters.     

The basic The basic The basic The basic rules of extended identifier is rules of extended identifier is rules of extended identifier is rules of extended identifier is An extended identifier is enclosed by the back An extended identifier is enclosed by the back An extended identifier is enclosed by the back An extended identifier is enclosed by the back 

slash, "slash, "slash, "slash, "\" " " " character (e.g. character (e.g. character (e.g. character (e.g. \2 FOR 2 FOR 2 FOR 2 FOR $, , , , idleidleidleidle_statestatestatestate\).).).).    

An extended identifier is case sensitive (e.g.An extended identifier is case sensitive (e.g.An extended identifier is case sensitive (e.g.An extended identifier is case sensitive (e.g.\    rdy rdy rdy rdy \    ,,,,    \    RDY RDY RDY RDY \    , , , , \    RDy RDy RDy RDy \    are refer to are refer to are refer to are refer to 

the diffthe diffthe diffthe different object).erent object).erent object).erent object).    

An extended identifier allow graphical characAn extended identifier allow graphical characAn extended identifier allow graphical characAn extended identifier allow graphical characters (e.g. ters (e.g. ters (e.g. ters (e.g. \    VectorVectorVectorVector_$_vector!). vector!). vector!). vector!). An extended An extended An extended An extended 

identifier contain space and consecidentifier contain space and consecidentifier contain space and consecidentifier contain space and consecutive underscore (e.g. Vlast of utive underscore (e.g. Vlast of utive underscore (e.g. Vlast of utive underscore (e.g. Vlast of zone zone zone zone \    , , , , \idle idle idle idle _    

_statestatestatestate\).).).).    

An extended identifier allow the VHDL Keywords.An extended identifier allow the VHDL Keywords.An extended identifier allow the VHDL Keywords.An extended identifier allow the VHDL Keywords.    

    



 

Anything that stores information for intermediate operationAnything that stores information for intermediate operationAnything that stores information for intermediate operationAnything that stores information for intermediate operation    is called an "object" in VHDL. is called an "object" in VHDL. is called an "object" in VHDL. is called an "object" in VHDL. 
In VHDL, a data object holds In VHDL, a data object holds In VHDL, a data object holds In VHDL, a data object holds a value of some specified type. a value of some specified type. a value of some specified type. a value of some specified type. A object is create by an A object is create by an A object is create by an A object is create by an 

object declaration and has object declaration and has object declaration and has object declaration and has a value and type associate with a value and type associate with a value and type associate with a value and type associate with itititit. An object can be constant, . An object can be constant, . An object can be constant, . An object can be constant, 

variable, signal. Following is avariable, signal. Following is avariable, signal. Following is avariable, signal. Following is a    brief discussion of each class brief discussion of each class brief discussion of each class brief discussion of each class of objects.of objects.of objects.of objects.    

A constant holds a value that cannot be changed withiA constant holds a value that cannot be changed withiA constant holds a value that cannot be changed withiA constant holds a value that cannot be changed within the design description or any n the design description or any n the design description or any n the design description or any 

executable executable executable executable code. The declaration syntax is code. The declaration syntax is code. The declaration syntax is code. The declaration syntax is consconsconsconstant idtant idtant idtant identifier type : = value; entifier type : = value; entifier type : = value; entifier type : = value; An example An example An example An example 

of constant declaration is constant weight.of constant declaration is constant weight.of constant declaration is constant weight.of constant declaration is constant weight.    This value is usually assigned This value is usually assigned This value is usually assigned This value is usually assigned upon declaration. upon declaration. upon declaration. upon declaration. 

Constant are generally used to improveConstant are generally used to improveConstant are generally used to improveConstant are generally used to improve    the readability of code and me the readability of code and me the readability of code and me the readability of code and me also make it also make it also make it also make it 

easier to modify code rather than changeasier to modify code rather than changeasier to modify code rather than changeasier to modify code rather than changing aing aing aing a    value each place where if value each place where if value each place where if value each place where if used, you need used, you need used, you need used, you need 

to change only the valuto change only the valuto change only the valuto change only the value of the constant. For example. e of the constant. For example. e of the constant. For example. e of the constant. For example. Constant width : integer : = 8;Constant width : integer : = 8;Constant width : integer : = 8;Constant width : integer : = 8;    

constant must be declared in package entity, architecture constant must be declared in package entity, architecture constant must be declared in package entity, architecture constant must be declared in package entity, architecture or process declarative regions. or process declarative regions. or process declarative regions. or process declarative regions. 
Duction Duction Duction Duction Ullo stant defined in a packaUllo stant defined in a packaUllo stant defined in a packaUllo stant defined in a package can be referenced bge can be referenced bge can be referenced bge can be referenced by any entity or architecture y any entity or architecture y any entity or architecture y any entity or architecture 

To To To To the package is used; one defined in an entity declaration is visible onthe package is used; one defined in an entity declaration is visible onthe package is used; one defined in an entity declaration is visible onthe package is used; one defined in an entity declaration is visible only within the ly within the ly within the ly within the 

Way ; one define in an architecture is visible only to thWay ; one define in an architecture is visible only to thWay ; one define in an architecture is visible only to thWay ; one define in an architecture is visible only to that architecture; and one define at architecture; and one define at architecture; and one define at architecture; and one define 

the process declarative regithe process declarative regithe process declarative regithe process declarative region ion ion ion is visible only to that process. s visible only to that process. s visible only to that process. s visible only to that process. VariableVariableVariableVariable    

An object of class variable holds a single value of given type. A variable can An object of class variable holds a single value of given type. A variable can An object of class variable holds a single value of given type. A variable can An object of class variable holds a single value of given type. A variable can be updated be updated be updated be updated 

wing a variable assignment statement. The variable is upwing a variable assignment statement. The variable is upwing a variable assignment statement. The variable is upwing a variable assignment statement. The variable is updated without any delay as soon dated without any delay as soon dated without any delay as soon dated without any delay as soon 

the statement is the statement is the statement is the statement is executed. Variables assignment isexecuted. Variables assignment isexecuted. Variables assignment isexecuted. Variables assignment is    always sequential and within a always sequential and within a always sequential and within a always sequential and within a 

wincess. Variable can only be used within sequential areas, within a proceswincess. Variable can only be used within sequential areas, within a proceswincess. Variable can only be used within sequential areas, within a proceswincess. Variable can only be used within sequential areas, within a process and in s and in s and in s and in 

cubprograms (function and proceducubprograms (function and proceducubprograms (function and proceducubprograms (function and procedures). The declaration syntax is res). The declaration syntax is res). The declaration syntax is res). The declaration syntax is variable identifier variable identifier variable identifier variable identifier [, , , , 

identifidentifidentifidentifierierierier]    : type : type : type : type := initial values:= initial values:= initial values:= initial values]; ; ; ; An example of a variable deAn example of a variable deAn example of a variable deAn example of a variable declaration and initialization is claration and initialization is claration and initialization is claration and initialization is 

Variable sum : integer := '10'; Variable sum : integer := '10'; Variable sum : integer := '10'; Variable sum : integer := '10'; In above example variable is object class, sum is objectIn above example variable is object class, sum is objectIn above example variable is object class, sum is objectIn above example variable is object class, sum is object    

name and integer are data type name and integer are data type name and integer are data type name and integer are data type and initialized by '10'. Therefore the variable assignmenand initialized by '10'. Therefore the variable assignmenand initialized by '10'. Therefore the variable assignmenand initialized by '10'. Therefore the variable assignment t t t 

and initialization symbol : = and initialization symbol : = and initialization symbol : = and initialization symbol : = dicates immediate assignment. If multiple variabldicates immediate assignment. If multiple variabldicates immediate assignment. If multiple variabldicates immediate assignment. If multiple variable assignments e assignments e assignments e assignments 

are made then the are made then the are made then the are made then the order of the assignment deorder of the assignment deorder of the assignment deorder of the assignment decides the value of variable.cides the value of variable.cides the value of variable.cides the value of variable.    

    

Objects of the variable class only have a current valuObjects of the variable class only have a current valuObjects of the variable class only have a current valuObjects of the variable class only have a current value and no time history. They are e and no time history. They are e and no time history. They are e and no time history. They are 

ssssed as intermediate storage locations and for passinged as intermediate storage locations and for passinged as intermediate storage locations and for passinged as intermediate storage locations and for passing    parameters to functions in parameters to functions in parameters to functions in parameters to functions in 

thethethethequential bodies. Variables can not be defined in the coquential bodies. Variables can not be defined in the coquential bodies. Variables can not be defined in the coquential bodies. Variables can not be defined in the concurrent portion of the code. ncurrent portion of the code. ncurrent portion of the code. ncurrent portion of the code. 

Although 1993 standard has introduced shared variables,Although 1993 standard has introduced shared variables,Although 1993 standard has introduced shared variables,Although 1993 standard has introduced shared variables,    most tools don't support them. most tools don't support them. most tools don't support them. most tools don't support them. 

ccccope of variable: the ope of variable: the ope of variable: the ope of variable: the     

scope of the variable is only limited to the process, procedure or a  function where it is scope of the variable is only limited to the process, procedure or a  function where it is scope of the variable is only limited to the process, procedure or a  function where it is scope of the variable is only limited to the process, procedure or a  function where it is 

declared. Hence variables can not be used to transmit infordeclared. Hence variables can not be used to transmit infordeclared. Hence variables can not be used to transmit infordeclared. Hence variables can not be used to transmit infor----    mation from one process to mation from one process to mation from one process to mation from one process to 

another.another.another.another.    

Assignment to a variable can be made only withAssignment to a variable can be made only withAssignment to a variable can be made only withAssignment to a variable can be made only with    in a sequen tial portion of the code. in a sequen tial portion of the code. in a sequen tial portion of the code. in a sequen tial portion of the code. 

The assignment operator  “:=” is used for variables. The target variable immediately The assignment operator  “:=” is used for variables. The target variable immediately The assignment operator  “:=” is used for variables. The target variable immediately The assignment operator  “:=” is used for variables. The target variable immediately 

assume the value of the RHS expression.assume the value of the RHS expression.assume the value of the RHS expression.assume the value of the RHS expression.    



 

Declaration of variable: Variable are declared before the “begin” keyword of thDeclaration of variable: Variable are declared before the “begin” keyword of thDeclaration of variable: Variable are declared before the “begin” keyword of thDeclaration of variable: Variable are declared before the “begin” keyword of the sequential e sequential e sequential e sequential 

body. E.g. process variable a, b, c : BIT ; Begin body. E.g. process variable a, b, c : BIT ; Begin body. E.g. process variable a, b, c : BIT ; Begin body. E.g. process variable a, b, c : BIT ; Begin end process;end process;end process;end process;    

An object belonging to signal class hold a list of value of a An object belonging to signal class hold a list of value of a An object belonging to signal class hold a list of value of a An object belonging to signal class hold a list of value of a given type. The signals can given type. The signals can given type. The signals can given type. The signals can 

be declared in an entity, architecture package or subpbe declared in an entity, architecture package or subpbe declared in an entity, architecture package or subpbe declared in an entity, architecture package or subprogram. Signal can hold or pass rogram. Signal can hold or pass rogram. Signal can hold or pass rogram. Signal can hold or pass logic logic logic logic 

values, while variables cannot. A signal is a pvalues, while variables cannot. A signal is a pvalues, while variables cannot. A signal is a pvalues, while variables cannot. A signal is a path way along which information ath way along which information ath way along which information ath way along which information passes passes passes passes 

from one component in the VHDL description to anofrom one component in the VHDL description to anofrom one component in the VHDL description to anofrom one component in the VHDL description to another. Signals are objects ther. Signals are objects ther. Signals are objects ther. Signals are objects whose whose whose whose 

value may be changed with respect to a time.value may be changed with respect to a time.value may be changed with respect to a time.value may be changed with respect to a time.    It canIt canIt canIt can    be any type, the signal be any type, the signal be any type, the signal be any type, the signal assignment assignment assignment assignment 

symbol is symbol is symbol is symbol is <= and initialized by :=. The declaration syntax is= and initialized by :=. The declaration syntax is= and initialized by :=. The declaration syntax is= and initialized by :=. The declaration syntax is    

signal identifier signal identifier signal identifier signal identifier [, identifier.., identifier.., identifier.., identifier..]    ; type ; type ; type ; type [:= initial value:= initial value:= initial value:= initial value]    ;;;;    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    

sigsigsigsignal clock : bit ; nal clock : bit ; nal clock : bit ; nal clock : bit ; signal signal signal signal gategategategate_delay : time := 10 n sec ; delay : time := 10 n sec ; delay : time := 10 n sec ; delay : time := 10 n sec ; In first example In first example In first example In first example signal is the signal is the signal is the signal is the 

object class, clock is the objecobject class, clock is the objecobject class, clock is the objecobject class, clock is the object name and bit is the data type t name and bit is the data type t name and bit is the data type t name and bit is the data type In second example signal In second example signal In second example signal In second example signal 

is the object class, gateis the object class, gateis the object class, gateis the object class, gate_delaydelaydelaydelay    is the object name time is the is the object name time is the is the object name time is the is the object name time is the data type and 10ns is the data type and 10ns is the data type and 10ns is the data type and 10ns is the 

initialization of the signal.initialization of the signal.initialization of the signal.initialization of the signal.    

Signal assignment is concurrent ouSignal assignment is concurrent ouSignal assignment is concurrent ouSignal assignment is concurrent outside the process atside the process atside the process atside the process and sequential within a process. nd sequential within a process. nd sequential within a process. nd sequential within a process. 

Signal take the last value assigned to it in a process. Its iSignal take the last value assigned to it in a process. Its iSignal take the last value assigned to it in a process. Its iSignal take the last value assigned to it in a process. Its is assigned the value only after s assigned the value only after s assigned the value only after s assigned the value only after 
the completion of the simulation cycle run. Signal cathe completion of the simulation cycle run. Signal cathe completion of the simulation cycle run. Signal cathe completion of the simulation cycle run. Signal can have delay specified in their n have delay specified in their n have delay specified in their n have delay specified in their 

assignment. E.g. signal wavassignment. E.g. signal wavassignment. E.g. signal wavassignment. E.g. signal waveform : stdeform : stdeform : stdeform : std_logic ; logic ; logic ; logic ; waveform waveform waveform waveform <= '0', 'l' after 5ns, = '0', 'l' after 5ns, = '0', 'l' after 5ns, = '0', 'l' after 5ns, '0' after '0' after '0' after '0' after 

10ns, 'l' after 20ns, 10ns, 'l' after 20ns, 10ns, 'l' after 20ns, 10ns, 'l' after 20ns, DiffereDiffereDiffereDifference between variable and signal nce between variable and signal nce between variable and signal nce between variable and signal how it relates to, when their how it relates to, when their how it relates to, when their how it relates to, when their 

value changes. A variable cvalue changes. A variable cvalue changes. A variable cvalue changes. A variable change instantaneously when the hange instantaneously when the hange instantaneously when the hange instantaneously when the It is important to understand It is important to understand It is important to understand It is important to understand 

the difference the difference the difference the difference between varibetween varibetween varibetween variables and signals, particularly ables and signals, particularly ables and signals, particularly ables and signals, particularly variable assignment is executed. variable assignment is executed. variable assignment is executed. variable assignment is executed. 

On the other hand, a On the other hand, a On the other hand, a On the other hand, a signal changes the value a dela signal changes the value a dela signal changes the value a dela signal changes the value a dela after the assignment expression is after the assignment expression is after the assignment expression is after the assignment expression is 

evaluated, If not delevaluated, If not delevaluated, If not delevaluated, If not delay isay isay isay is----specified, the signal wit specified, the signal wit specified, the signal wit specified, the signal wit variables and signals. Lets compare thvariables and signals. Lets compare thvariables and signals. Lets compare thvariables and signals. Lets compare the e e e 

two files in whichtwo files in whichtwo files in whichtwo files in which    a process is used to calculaira process is used to calculaira process is used to calculaira process is used to calculairchange after a delta delay. This has change after a delta delay. This has change after a delta delay. This has change after a delta delay. This has 

important consequimportant consequimportant consequimportant consequences for the updated values of ences for the updated values of ences for the updated values of ences for the updated values of the signal RESULT the signal RESULT the signal RESULT the signal RESULT [7777]....    

sample of a process using Variablessample of a process using Variablessample of a process using Variablessample of a process using Variables    

architecture VAR of EXAMPLES isarchitecture VAR of EXAMPLES isarchitecture VAR of EXAMPLES isarchitecture VAR of EXAMPLES is    

signal TRIGGER, RESULT : intsignal TRIGGER, RESULT : intsignal TRIGGER, RESULT : intsignal TRIGGER, RESULT : integer := 0 ;eger := 0 ;eger := 0 ;eger := 0 ;    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

processprocessprocessprocess    

variable variable 1 : integer :=1;variable variable 1 : integer :=1;variable variable 1 : integer :=1;variable variable 1 : integer :=1;    

variable variable 2 : integer :=2;variable variable 2 : integer :=2;variable variable 2 : integer :=2;variable variable 2 : integer :=2;    

variable variable 3 : integer :=3;variable variable 3 : integer :=3;variable variable 3 : integer :=3;variable variable 3 : integer :=3;    



 

beginbeginbeginbegin    

wait on TRIGGER ;wait on TRIGGER ;wait on TRIGGER ;wait on TRIGGER ;    

variable1 := variable 2;variable1 := variable 2;variable1 := variable 2;variable1 := variable 2;    

variable2 := variable 1 + variable 3 ;variable2 := variable 1 + variable 3 ;variable2 := variable 1 + variable 3 ;variable2 := variable 1 + variable 3 ;    

variable3 := variable 2;variable3 := variable 2;variable3 := variable 2;variable3 := variable 2;    

RESULT RESULT RESULT RESULT <= variable 1 + variable 2 + variable 3;= variable 1 + variable 2 + variable 3;= variable 1 + variable 2 + variable 3;= variable 1 + variable 2 + variable 3;    

end process ;end process ;end process ;end process ;    

end VAR;end VAR;end VAR;end VAR;    

Example of a process using SignalsExample of a process using SignalsExample of a process using SignalsExample of a process using Signals    

architecture SIGN of EXAMPLE isarchitecture SIGN of EXAMPLE isarchitecture SIGN of EXAMPLE isarchitecture SIGN of EXAMPLE is    

signal TRIGGER, RESULT: integer := 0;signal TRIGGER, RESULT: integer := 0;signal TRIGGER, RESULT: integer := 0;signal TRIGGER, RESULT: integer := 0;    

signal signall : integer :=1;signal signall : integer :=1;signal signall : integer :=1;signal signall : integer :=1;    

signalsignalsignalsignal    signal2 : integer :=2;signal2 : integer :=2;signal2 : integer :=2;signal2 : integer :=2;    

signal signal3 : integer :=3;signal signal3 : integer :=3;signal signal3 : integer :=3;signal signal3 : integer :=3;    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

processprocessprocessprocess    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

wait on TRIGGER;wait on TRIGGER;wait on TRIGGER;wait on TRIGGER;    

signall signall signall signall <= signal2;= signal2;= signal2;= signal2;    

signal2 signal2 signal2 signal2 <= signall + signal3;= signall + signal3;= signall + signal3;= signall + signal3;    

signal3 signal3 signal3 signal3 <= signal2;= signal2;= signal2;= signal2;    

RESULT RESULT RESULT RESULT <= signall + signal2 + signal3;= signall + signal2 + signal3;= signall + signal2 + signal3;= signall + signal2 + signal3;    

endendendend----    process;process;process;process;    

end SIGN;end SIGN;end SIGN;end SIGN;    

12121212    

in the first case, the variin the first case, the variin the first case, the variin the first case, the variables "variableI, variable2 andables "variableI, variable2 andables "variableI, variable2 andables "variableI, variable2 and    variables" are computed sequen variables" are computed sequen variables" are computed sequen variables" are computed sequen 

nally and their values updated instantaneously after tnally and their values updated instantaneously after tnally and their values updated instantaneously after tnally and their values updated instantaneously after the TRIGGER signal arrives. Next the he TRIGGER signal arrives. Next the he TRIGGER signal arrives. Next the he TRIGGER signal arrives. Next the 

RESULT is computed using the new values of the variables. This results in RESULT is computed using the new values of the variables. This results in RESULT is computed using the new values of the variables. This results in RESULT is computed using the new values of the variables. This results in the the the the following following following following 



 

values (after avalues (after avalues (after avalues (after a    time 'TRIGGER): variablel = 2, vatime 'TRIGGER): variablel = 2, vatime 'TRIGGER): variablel = 2, vatime 'TRIGGER): variablel = 2, variable? = riable? = riable? = riable? = $    ((((----2 + 3), variables 2 + 3), variables 2 + 3), variables 2 + 3), variables 5. Since 5. Since 5. Since 5. Since 

RESULT is a signal it will be computed RESULT is a signal it will be computed RESULT is a signal it will be computed RESULT is a signal it will be computed at the time TRIGGER and updated at the time TRIGGER and updated at the time TRIGGER and updated at the time TRIGGER and updated at the time at the time at the time at the time 

TRIGGER + delta. Its value wiTRIGGER + delta. Its value wiTRIGGER + delta. Its value wiTRIGGER + delta. Its value will be RESULT = 12 (i.e. 2+5+5). ll be RESULT = 12 (i.e. 2+5+5). ll be RESULT = 12 (i.e. 2+5+5). ll be RESULT = 12 (i.e. 2+5+5). On the other hand, in the On the other hand, in the On the other hand, in the On the other hand, in the 

second examsecond examsecond examsecond example, the signals will be computed at the timeple, the signals will be computed at the timeple, the signals will be computed at the timeple, the signals will be computed at the time    
    

TRIGGER. All of these signals are computed at the samTRIGGER. All of these signals are computed at the samTRIGGER. All of these signals are computed at the samTRIGGER. All of these signals are computed at the same time, using the old values of e time, using the old values of e time, using the old values of e time, using the old values of 

signal 1, 2 and 3. All the signals will be updated at dsignal 1, 2 and 3. All the signals will be updated at dsignal 1, 2 and 3. All the signals will be updated at dsignal 1, 2 and 3. All the signals will be updated at delta time after the TRIGGER has elta time after the TRIGGER has elta time after the TRIGGER has elta time after the TRIGGER has 

arrived. Thus the signals will have tarrived. Thus the signals will have tarrived. Thus the signals will have tarrived. Thus the signals will have these values: signall = 2,hese values: signall = 2,hese values: signall = 2,hese values: signall = 2,    signal 2 = 4 (=1 + 3), signal 2 = 4 (=1 + 3), signal 2 = 4 (=1 + 3), signal 2 = 4 (=1 + 3), 

signal3 signal3 signal3 signal3 = 2 and RESULT = 7.= 2 and RESULT = 7.= 2 and RESULT = 7.= 2 and RESULT = 7.    

    

Data type in VHDL is define a set of value and a defineData type in VHDL is define a set of value and a defineData type in VHDL is define a set of value and a defineData type in VHDL is define a set of value and a defined set of valid operations. Like d set of valid operations. Like d set of valid operations. Like d set of valid operations. Like a a a a 

high level software programming language, VHDL alhigh level software programming language, VHDL alhigh level software programming language, VHDL alhigh level software programming language, VHDL allows data to be represented in lows data to be represented in lows data to be represented in lows data to be represented in terms terms terms terms 

of highof highof highof high----level data types. A data type is an abstractlevel data types. A data type is an abstractlevel data types. A data type is an abstractlevel data types. A data type is an abstract    representation of stored data, representation of stored data, representation of stored data, representation of stored data, such such such such 

as you might encounter in software languages. Tas you might encounter in software languages. Tas you might encounter in software languages. Tas you might encounter in software languages. These data types might represent hese data types might represent hese data types might represent hese data types might represent 

individual wires in a circuit, or they might represindividual wires in a circuit, or they might represindividual wires in a circuit, or they might represindividual wires in a circuit, or they might represent collent collent collent collection of wires. The data types ection of wires. The data types ection of wires. The data types ection of wires. The data types in in in in 

VHDL define in four types are VHDL define in four types are VHDL define in four types are VHDL define in four types are ----    

i.i.i.i. ScalarScalarScalarScalar    
ii.ii.ii.ii. CompositeCompositeCompositeComposite    
iii.iii.iii.iii. AccessAccessAccessAccess    
iv.iv.iv.iv. FileFileFileFile    

    

    

Scalar types include an numeric, enumeration, and physicaScalar types include an numeric, enumeration, and physicaScalar types include an numeric, enumeration, and physicaScalar types include an numeric, enumeration, and physical object types. Types which l object types. Types which l object types. Types which l object types. Types which 

areareareareSomeSomeSomeSome    up of real numbers, integer, quantities with associated up of real numbers, integer, quantities with associated up of real numbers, integer, quantities with associated up of real numbers, integer, quantities with associated physical units such as physical units such as physical units such as physical units such as 

times, times, times, times, object which are made up of character literals or idobject which are made up of character literals or idobject which are made up of character literals or idobject which are made up of character literals or identifiers are all scalar types. entifiers are all scalar types. entifiers are all scalar types. entifiers are all scalar types. 

guler type have an order, which allows relational operator to be used with them.guler type have an order, which allows relational operator to be used with them.guler type have an order, which allows relational operator to be used with them.guler type have an order, which allows relational operator to be used with them.    

TherTherTherThere are four different kind of scalar types. These types are :e are four different kind of scalar types. These types are :e are four different kind of scalar types. These types are :e are four different kind of scalar types. These types are :    

Integer Type: It is a set of whole number withInteger Type: It is a set of whole number withInteger Type: It is a set of whole number withInteger Type: It is a set of whole number with    a range of value from a range of value from a range of value from a range of value from ----    (2"(2"(2"(2"----1) 1) 1) 1) to + to + to + to +             

( 231 ( 231 ( 231 ( 231 ----    1 )1 )1 )1 )....    



 

Example assignment tExample assignment tExample assignment tExample assignment to a variable of type integer is o a variable of type integer is o a variable of type integer is o a variable of type integer is aaaarchitecture testrchitecture testrchitecture testrchitecture test_intintintint    of test is of test is of test is of test is beginbeginbeginbegin    

process (X) process (X) process (X) process (X) variable a: integer;variable a: integer;variable a: integer;variable a: integer;    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

a := 1;a := 1;a := 1;a := 1;    

--------    legallegallegallegal    

--------    legallegallegallegal    

a := a := a := a := ----1;1;1;1;    

a := 1.0;a := 1.0;a := 1.0;a := 1.0;    

--------    illegalillegalillegalillegal    

end process;end process;end process;end process;    

end testend testend testend test_int ;int ;int ;int ;    

    

In the above example, the first two variable assignmeIn the above example, the first two variable assignmeIn the above example, the first two variable assignmeIn the above example, the first two variable assignments are valid since they assign nts are valid since they assign nts are valid since they assign nts are valid since they assign 

integers to variables of typeintegers to variables of typeintegers to variables of typeintegers to variables of type    integer. The last variablinteger. The last variablinteger. The last variablinteger. The last variable assignment is illegal because e assignment is illegal because e assignment is illegal because e assignment is illegal because it it it it 

attempts to assign a real number valueattempts to assign a real number valueattempts to assign a real number valueattempts to assign a real number value    to a variable of type integer. to a variable of type integer. to a variable of type integer. to a variable of type integer. ") Real Type: This ") Real Type: This ") Real Type: This ") Real Type: This 

type consist real number or floatype consist real number or floatype consist real number or floatype consist real number or floating point numbers. The minimum ting point numbers. The minimum ting point numbers. The minimum ting point numbers. The minimum range for any range for any range for any range for any 

implementation is defined byimplementation is defined byimplementation is defined byimplementation is defined by    ----1.0E38 to1.0E38 to1.0E38 to1.0E38 to    +1.0 E38. It consist the space +1.0 E38. It consist the space +1.0 E38. It consist the space +1.0 E38. It consist the space of 32 bit and of 32 bit and of 32 bit and of 32 bit and 

these data types are not synthesizeable.these data types are not synthesizeable.these data types are not synthesizeable.these data types are not synthesizeable.    

Example assignmentsExample assignmentsExample assignmentsExample assignments    to a variable of real type is' to a variable of real type is' to a variable of real type is' to a variable of real type is' architecture testarchitecture testarchitecture testarchitecture test_real of test isreal of test isreal of test isreal of test is    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

Process (X)Process (X)Process (X)Process (X)    

variable a: real;variable a: real;variable a: real;variable a: real;    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

--------    legallegallegallegal    

a := 1.3;a := 1.3;a := 1.3;a := 1.3;    

----7.5; 7.5; 7.5; 7.5; --------    legallegallegallegal    

--------    illegalillegalillegalillegal    

a :=1 ;a :=1 ;a :=1 ;a :=1 ;    

a :=1.7 813 ; a :=1.7 813 ; a :=1.7 813 ; a :=1.7 813 ; --------    legallegallegallegal    

a := 5.3 ns; illegala := 5.3 ns; illegala := 5.3 ns; illegala := 5.3 ns; illegal    



 

end process ;end process ;end process ;end process ;    

end testend testend testend test_real;real;real;real;    

In above example first two variable are legal but In above example first two variable are legal but In above example first two variable are legal but In above example first two variable are legal but third and fifth are illegal due third and fifth are illegal due third and fifth are illegal due third and fifth are illegal due to integer to integer to integer to integer 

and physical type respectively.and physical type respectively.and physical type respectively.and physical type respectively.    

(iii) Enumerated Type: An (iii) Enumerated Type: An (iii) Enumerated Type: An (iii) Enumerated Type: An enumeration type declaratioenumeration type declaratioenumeration type declaratioenumeration type declaration defines a type that has a set n defines a type that has a set n defines a type that has a set n defines a type that has a set of of of of 

user defined value consisting of identifier and chuser defined value consisting of identifier and chuser defined value consisting of identifier and chuser defined value consisting of identifier and character literals. It is used to aracter literals. It is used to aracter literals. It is used to aracter literals. It is used to increase increase increase increase 

the readability of the code. These are cthe readability of the code. These are cthe readability of the code. These are cthe readability of the code. These are character one of the ASCII set), haracter one of the ASCII set), haracter one of the ASCII set), haracter one of the ASCII set), Boolean (can Boolean (can Boolean (can Boolean (can 

be false or .true)be false or .true)be false or .true)be false or .true), Bit (can be 0 or 1), , Bit (can be 0 or 1), , Bit (can be 0 or 1), , Bit (can be 0 or 1), IEEE 1164 standard define array IEEE 1164 standard define array IEEE 1164 standard define array IEEE 1164 standard define array of of of of 

stdstdstdstd_logiclogiclogiclogic_1164. This consist nine legal values 'U' (un1164. This consist nine legal values 'U' (un1164. This consist nine legal values 'U' (un1164. This consist nine legal values 'U' (uninitialized), 'X' (unknown), '0 initialized), 'X' (unknown), '0 initialized), 'X' (unknown), '0 initialized), 'X' (unknown), '0 

(strong '0'), 'I' (strong 'l'), 'Z' (high impedance), 'W'(strong '0'), 'I' (strong 'l'), 'Z' (high impedance), 'W'(strong '0'), 'I' (strong 'l'), 'Z' (high impedance), 'W'(strong '0'), 'I' (strong 'l'), 'Z' (high impedance), 'W'    (weak unknown), 'L' (weak '0), (weak unknown), 'L' (weak '0), (weak unknown), 'L' (weak '0), (weak unknown), 'L' (weak '0), H' H' H' H' 

(weak 'l') '(weak 'l') '(weak 'l') '(weak 'l') '----    (Don't(Don't(Don't(Don't    care). The designer ficare). The designer ficare). The designer ficare). The designer first declares the members of the rst declares the members of the rst declares the members of the rst declares the members of the 

enumerated type. In below example, the designer enumerated type. In below example, the designer enumerated type. In below example, the designer enumerated type. In below example, the designer declares a new type binary with declares a new type binary with declares a new type binary with declares a new type binary with 

two legal values, ON and OFF.two legal values, ON and OFF.two legal values, ON and OFF.two legal values, ON and OFF.    

type binary is (On, Off) ;type binary is (On, Off) ;type binary is (On, Off) ;type binary is (On, Off) ;    

... some statements ... ... some statements ... ... some statements ... ... some statements ... ararararchitecture testchitecture testchitecture testchitecture test_enum of test is enum of test is enum of test is enum of test is beginbeginbeginbegin    

process (X)process (X)process (X)process (X)    

variable a : binary;variable a : binary;variable a : binary;variable a : binary;    

beginbeginbeginbegin    

a := ON;a := ON;a := ON;a := ON;    

--------    legallegallegallegal    

    

a := OFF;a := OFF;a := OFF;a := OFF;    

--------    legallegallegallegal    

... more statements ...... more statements ...... more statements ...... more statements ...    

.. more statements ..... more statements ..... more statements ..... more statements ...    

end Process ;end Process ;end Process ;end Process ;    

end testend testend testend test_enum;enum;enum;enum;    

    

(iv) Physical Type(iv) Physical Type(iv) Physical Type(iv) Physical Type: A numeric type used for represent: A numeric type used for represent: A numeric type used for represent: A numeric type used for representation of physical quantities of ation of physical quantities of ation of physical quantities of ation of physical quantities of 

measurement units such as mass, time, voltage, length, current etmeasurement units such as mass, time, voltage, length, current etmeasurement units such as mass, time, voltage, length, current etmeasurement units such as mass, time, voltage, length, current etc.c.c.c.    

    



 

type is used for values wtype is used for values wtype is used for values wtype is used for values which have associated units. The resigner first declares the hich have associated units. The resigner first declares the hich have associated units. The resigner first declares the hich have associated units. The resigner first declares the 

name and range of the data type and then specifies name and range of the data type and then specifies name and range of the data type and then specifies name and range of the data type and then specifies the units of the types. Example of the units of the types. Example of the units of the types. Example of the units of the types. Example of 

physical type declaration is physical type declaration is physical type declaration is physical type declaration is type capacitance is type capacitance is type capacitance is type capacitance is     

range 0 to 1 E 10range 0 to 1 E 10range 0 to 1 E 10range 0 to 1 E 10    

unitsunitsunitsunits    

pfpfpfpf    

nf := 1000 pf;nf := 1000 pf;nf := 1000 pf;nf := 1000 pf;    

If := 1000 nf;If := 1000 nf;If := 1000 nf;If := 1000 nf;    

mf := 1000 uf;mf := 1000 uf;mf := 1000 uf;mf := 1000 uf;    

end units;end units;end units;end units;    

Notice there is no semicolon seNotice there is no semicolon seNotice there is no semicolon seNotice there is no semicolon separating the enparating the enparating the enparating the end of the type statement and the d of the type statement and the d of the type statement and the d of the type statement and the units units units units 

statements. The only predefined physical type is time.statements. The only predefined physical type is time.statements. The only predefined physical type is time.statements. The only predefined physical type is time.    
    

The scalar types can hold one value at the current simulatioThe scalar types can hold one value at the current simulatioThe scalar types can hold one value at the current simulatioThe scalar types can hold one value at the current simulation time while composite types n time while composite types n time while composite types n time while composite types 

can hold multiple value at a time. Composcan hold multiple value at a time. Composcan hold multiple value at a time. Composcan hold multiple value at a time. Composite types consistite types consistite types consistite types consist    of array type and record type. of array type and record type. of array type and record type. of array type and record type. 

() Afray Type: An array type consist of multiple el() Afray Type: An array type consist of multiple el() Afray Type: An array type consist of multiple el() Afray Type: An array type consist of multiple elements of the same type and one ements of the same type and one ements of the same type and one ements of the same type and one or or or or 

more dimensions (e.g. two dimensions array). the amore dimensions (e.g. two dimensions array). the amore dimensions (e.g. two dimensions array). the amore dimensions (e.g. two dimensions array). the array is declared in a type rray is declared in a type rray is declared in a type rray is declared in a type statement. statement. statement. statement. 

These are numerous items in an arThese are numerous items in an arThese are numerous items in an arThese are numerous items in an array declaration.ray declaration.ray declaration.ray declaration.    

type word is array (15 down to 0) of bit;type word is array (15 down to 0) of bit;type word is array (15 down to 0) of bit;type word is array (15 down to 0) of bit;    

type word is array (0 to 7) of bit;type word is array (0 to 7) of bit;type word is array (0 to 7) of bit;type word is array (0 to 7) of bit;    
    

In the above examples first item is the name of theIn the above examples first item is the name of theIn the above examples first item is the name of theIn the above examples first item is the name of the    array. Second the range of the array. Second the range of the array. Second the range of the array. Second the range of the 

array declared. The keyword 'to' and 'down to' desarray declared. The keyword 'to' and 'down to' desarray declared. The keyword 'to' and 'down to' desarray declared. The keyword 'to' and 'down to' designated ascending or desceignated ascending or desceignated ascending or desceignated ascending or descending nding nding nding indices indices indices indices 

respectively, with in specified range. The thirrespectively, with in specified range. The thirrespectively, with in specified range. The thirrespectively, with in specified range. The third item in the array declaration d item in the array declaration d item in the array declaration d item in the array declaration is the is the is the is the 

specification of the data type in each element of the array.specification of the data type in each element of the array.specification of the data type in each element of the array.specification of the data type in each element of the array.    

ype bitype bitype bitype bit_vector is array (natural range vector is array (natural range vector is array (natural range vector is array (natural range <>) of bit;) of bit;) of bit;) of bit;    

ype stdype stdype stdype std_logiclogiclogiclogic_vector is array (natural rangvector is array (natural rangvector is array (natural rangvector is array (natural range e e e <>) of std) of std) of std) of std_logic;logic;logic;logic;    

    

Above examples are declaration for one dimensionAbove examples are declaration for one dimensionAbove examples are declaration for one dimensionAbove examples are declaration for one dimensional array (vector) and as unconal array (vector) and as unconal array (vector) and as unconal array (vector) and as uncon----    trained trained trained trained 

array. The number of bits, sidarray. The number of bits, sidarray. The number of bits, sidarray. The number of bits, sid_logic in them are not specified (range logic in them are not specified (range logic in them are not specified (range logic in them are not specified (range <>). ). ). ). exaexaexaexample of mple of mple of mple of 

The a two dimensional array isThe a two dimensional array isThe a two dimensional array isThe a two dimensional array is    



 

ypeypeypeype    table 6 x 2 is arratable 6 x 2 is arratable 6 x 2 is arratable 6 x 2 is array (0 to 5, 1 down to 0) of bit; y (0 to 5, 1 down to 0) of bit; y (0 to 5, 1 down to 0) of bit; y (0 to 5, 1 down to 0) of bit; " means table 6 x 2 is a two " means table 6 x 2 is a two " means table 6 x 2 is a two " means table 6 x 2 is a two 

dimensional array which dimensional array which dimensional array which dimensional array which consist all the elements of bit consist all the elements of bit consist all the elements of bit consist all the elements of bit Pe and one dimension consists 6 Pe and one dimension consists 6 Pe and one dimension consists 6 Pe and one dimension consists 6 

values 0 to 5 and second dimension consist 2values 0 to 5 and second dimension consist 2values 0 to 5 and second dimension consist 2values 0 to 5 and second dimension consist 2    value down to O. value down to O. value down to O. value down to O. Of Record Type: An Of Record Type: An Of Record Type: An Of Record Type: An 

objectobjectobjectobject    of record type has multiplof record type has multiplof record type has multiplof record type has multiple elements of same or different e elements of same or different e elements of same or different e elements of same or different yes. A type declaration yes. A type declaration yes. A type declaration yes. A type declaration 

is used to define a record.is used to define a record.is used to define a record.is used to define a record.    Note that the types of records Note that the types of records Note that the types of records Note that the types of records lements must be defined lements must be defined lements must be defined lements must be defined 

before the record is defined. Also notice that before the record is defined. Also notice that before the record is defined. Also notice that before the record is defined. Also notice that there is not there is not there is not there is not semisemisemisemi----colon after the word colon after the word colon after the word colon after the word 

recorecorecorecord. The record rd. The record rd. The record rd. The record and end record keywords bracket and end record keywords bracket and end record keywords bracket and end record keywords bracket the field names. After the Record the field names. After the Record the field names. After the Record the field names. After the Record 

keyword the recordkeyword the recordkeyword the recordkeyword the record's field names are assigned and their data types are specified type 's field names are assigned and their data types are specified type 's field names are assigned and their data types are specified type 's field names are assigned and their data types are specified type 

binary is (on, off); type switchbinary is (on, off); type switchbinary is (on, off); type switchbinary is (on, off); type switch_info is info is info is info is recordrecordrecordrecord....    

status : binary;status : binary;status : binary;status : binary;    

IDnumber : integer;IDnumber : integer;IDnumber : integer;IDnumber : integer;    

end end end end recordrecordrecordrecord    

variable switch : switchvariable switch : switchvariable switch : switchvariable switch : switch_info;info;info;info;    

switch.status : = On;switch.status : = On;switch.status : = On;switch.status : = On;    

--------    status of the switchstatus of the switchstatus of the switchstatus of the switch    

switch.IDnumber := 30; switch.IDnumber := 30; switch.IDnumber := 30; switch.IDnumber := 30; --------    e.g. number of the switch.e.g. number of the switch.e.g. number of the switch.e.g. number of the switch.    

In the above example a record type, switchIn the above example a record type, switchIn the above example a record type, switchIn the above example a record type, switch_info is declared. This exampleinfo is declared. This exampleinfo is declared. This exampleinfo is declared. This example    makes makes makes makes use of use of use of use of 

the binary enumerated type. Notthe binary enumerated type. Notthe binary enumerated type. Notthe binary enumerated type. Note that value e that value e that value e that value are assigned to record elements are assigned to record elements are assigned to record elements are assigned to record elements by use of by use of by use of by use of 

the field names.the field names.the field names.the field names.    
    

The VHDL access type will not be discussed in detail in The VHDL access type will not be discussed in detail in The VHDL access type will not be discussed in detail in The VHDL access type will not be discussed in detail in this module; it will be this module; it will be this module; it will be this module; it will be 

covered covered covered covered more thoroughly in the 'Advanced Concepts in Levelmore thoroughly in the 'Advanced Concepts in Levelmore thoroughly in the 'Advanced Concepts in Levelmore thoroughly in the 'Advanced Concepts in Level    VHDL' module appearing VHDL' module appearing VHDL' module appearing VHDL' module appearing 

in in in in this collection of modules. this collection of modules. this collection of modules. this collection of modules. In brief, the access type is similar to a pointer in otheIn brief, the access type is similar to a pointer in otheIn brief, the access type is similar to a pointer in otheIn brief, the access type is similar to a pointer in other r r r 

programming languages in that programming languages in that programming languages in that programming languages in that it dynamically allocates and deallocates storage space it dynamically allocates and deallocates storage space it dynamically allocates and deallocates storage space it dynamically allocates and deallocates storage space 

totototo    the object. This capability is the object. This capability is the object. This capability is the object. This capability is useful for implementing abstract data structures (useful for implementing abstract data structures (useful for implementing abstract data structures (useful for implementing abstract data structures (such such such such 

aaaas queues and firsts queues and firsts queues and firsts queues and first----in firstin firstin firstin first----out out out out buffers) where the size of the structure may not buffers) where the size of the structure may not buffers) where the size of the structure may not buffers) where the size of the structure may not 

be known at compile time.be known at compile time.be known at compile time.be known at compile time.    

A file type is a special type of variable that contains sequential data. File types areA file type is a special type of variable that contains sequential data. File types areA file type is a special type of variable that contains sequential data. File types areA file type is a special type of variable that contains sequential data. File types are    

veveveverrrry y y y useful for writing test benches.useful for writing test benches.useful for writing test benches.useful for writing test benches.    

A subtype declaration is used to declare a, subtype, whA subtype declaration is used to declare a, subtype, whA subtype declaration is used to declare a, subtype, whA subtype declaration is used to declare a, subtype, which is a type with a constraint ich is a type with a constraint ich is a type with a constraint ich is a type with a constraint 

the type from which the subtypthe type from which the subtypthe type from which the subtypthe type from which the subtype is derived is called the base e is derived is called the base e is derived is called the base e is derived is called the base form of range form of range form of range form of range 

constraints or index constraints. However, aconstraints or index constraints. However, aconstraints or index constraints. However, aconstraints or index constraints. However, a    subtype may include the entire type. subtype may include the entire type. subtype may include the entire type. subtype may include the entire type. 

CoCoCoConstraints take the nstraints take the nstraints take the nstraints take the range of the base type. The constraint for the subtyprange of the base type. The constraint for the subtyprange of the base type. The constraint for the subtyprange of the base type. The constraint for the subtype may e may e may e may 

be empty, in which case " be empty, in which case " be empty, in which case " be empty, in which case " subtype is simply a different name for the type. Since subtype is simply a different name for the type. Since subtype is simply a different name for the type. Since subtype is simply a different name for the type. Since 


